IP Multicast MIB: draft-mcwalter-ip-mcast-mib-01

Need to update RFC 2932, IPMROUTE-STD-MIB
- Add IPv6
- SSM IPv4 address range configuration
- Minor improvements, statistics, etc while we’re about it

MBONED looks like the right venue for this work
- Close to charter
- Significant interest in Vancouver
- Discussed MBONED adoption on the list – some support, no objections
IP Multicast MIB: draft-mcwalter-ip-mcast-mib-01

Reviewing and input to date

- First submitted to MBONED September ‘05
- A little feedback on the list (would like more reviewing)
- PIM WG has reviewed the generic SSM table
- RFC 2932 author Keith McCloghrie has reviewed and commented
- Co-author Dave Thaler is an RFC 2932 author and MIB doctor

So this draft is in pretty good shape

- Perhaps go direct to WGLC if MBONED adopts it.